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1. bargain
Sentence: My coat was a bargain at half price!
Definition: a thing offered or obtained at a good price

2. journey
Sentence: I made my journey across the sea in a boat.
Definition: a trip or voyage from one place to another

3. pattern
Sentence: Polka dots form the pattern on the fabric.
Definition: a set of repeating features

4. arrive
Sentence: My plane will arrive at the airport on time.
Definition: to reach a place

5. object
Sentence: The crystal vase is a beautiful object.
Definition: a thing that you can see or touch

6. suppose
Sentence: I suppose I will have time if I start early.
Definition: to assume or guess

7. shoulder
Sentence: She carried her purse on her right shoulder.
Definition: the upper part of the back and arms

8. permit
Sentence: Will you permit me to come into your house?
Definition: to allow or give permission for

9. sorrow



Sentence: The sad boy was full of sorrow.
Definition: deep sadness or grief

10. tunnel
Sentence: The subway runs through an underground tunnel.
Definition: covered passage through or under an obstacle

11. subject
Sentence: The subject of this class is mathematics.
Definition: a topic or general theme

12. custom
Sentence: It is his custom to rise early every day.
Definition: habit or practice of a person, area or place

13. suggest
Sentence: I suggest we walk instead of taking the bus.
Definition: to offer for consideration

14. perhaps
Sentence: I might go later, but perhaps now is better.
Definition: in a way that is possible, but not for sure

15. lawyer
Sentence: A lawyer presents your legal case in court.
Definition: a member of the legal profession

16. timber
Sentence: We used the timber to build a house.
Definition: wood used in building

17. common
Sentence: It is not rare silver but common aluminum.
Definition: being ordinary or found in many places

18. publish
Sentence: You can buy my book after I publish it.
Definition: to openly distribute to the public



19. burden
Sentence: The packhorse carries a burden on its back.
Definition: duty or thing to be carried

20. scissors
Sentence: I can cut the paper with scissors.
Definition: handheld cutting tool with two sharp blades

21. narrate
Sentence: I will narrate the story aloud for the class.
Definition: tell a story or give an account of something

22. mentor
Sentence: The mentor helped the boy write a resume.
Definition: one who guides, teaches, or advises another

23. attempt
Sentence: We will attempt to climb over the rock.
Definition: to make an effort

24. collide
Sentence: The bumper cars will collide.
Definition: bang or smash into something

25. ignore
Sentence: It is rude to turn your back and ignore me!
Definition: to pay no attention to someone or something
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